VMI Hybrid
includes all models
Disc Repairs: 300/day
Commercial to Industrial Use

Weight: 15lbs
Dimensions: 8"w x 10"d x 8"h
Voltage: Hybrid 120v and 240v

Supplies used: Buffing Solution, Pads, Center Hub & CH Chip
Settings: 30 seconds to 4 minute repair

Manufacturers PN: PNV7000 - North America, PNV7050i.AU - Australia, PNV7050i.EU - Europe
Important: this machine is manufactured country specific.

UPC: 187293000068
MSRP: $1799.00 USD

- Fully automated
- Repairs in 30 seconds
- Discs repaired clean & dry
- Counter top friendly
- 1 minute Blu-ray repair
- Consumable level display
- Repair discs multiple times
- Whisper quiet operation

Think of it like ... Polishing a Rock

Hydro-Optic Polishing harnesses naturally occurring repair processes found in the Earth’s oceans and rivers. A rigid rock is rolled over and over in water as sand, salt, and other sediments act as abrasives to wear away sharp edges until a smooth surface is left. This same process is applied in the VMI Hybrid by accelerating the effect of water and abrasive on a disc’s surface to smooth out the roughest of scratches.

Product Description: The VMI Hybrid is the newest creation from VenMill Industries, using the state-of-the-art Hydro-Optic Polishing technology. This “Ultra Quiet” process is the perfect match for front-end/counter-top use. The Hybrid’s wide range of repair options gives the operator the freedom to select the perfect repair for all types of discs. This machine is the easiest of it’s kind to learn, operate, and maintain.

FOR NON-NORTH AMERICAN SERVICE - PLEASE CALL YOUR REGIONAL DISTRIBUTOR
If you are not sure who your regional distributor is please contact sales@venmill.com
toll free 866.864.0210     intl. 508.278.0091     email: sales@venmill.com
www.venmill.com